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Many of the strongest style statements are made via misappropriation – workwear 

staples such as denim jeans or military jackets worn in fashion contexts are classic 

examples – and it could be argued that Bell & Ross’s BR instrument plays on a similar 

tension. Early next year we will see a whole new foray into the realm of timepiece 

theatre from the imaginative Parisians but, to set the scene for this debut, a look at 

the brands ethos: 

The Bell & Ross story began in black and white, and adhered to strict military 

specifications. Founded in 1992 by two French men with backgrounds in air transport, 

product development and real estate, there was a clear company mission – to bring 

together specialists from fields including aerospace engineering with the aim of 

combining Swiss watchmaking tradition with a fresh perception and purpose. Their 

initial watches were an exercise in rugged, practical readability and were to be seen 

as tools aimed squarely at professionals engaged in high performance activities. The 

appearance of the original BR Instrument came directly from the cockpit dashboard of 

military aircraft, took a distinctively stoic non-decorative stance, and delivered a whole 

new approach to the watch rubric. 
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Radaroff the
5 When it exploded onto the luxury watch scene in 2002, 

Bell & Ross filled a niche for those who appreciate fine 

Swiss craftsmanship and stark, simple design. In 2010, 

however, the company will unveil a new model with a 

more creative mechanism for time-telling. QP finds out 

about the Radar from CEO Carlos Antonio Rosillo.

Tom Stubbs
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The Bell & Ross manifesto cited the 

importance of functionality over any 

frivolous watch jiggery-pokery – “The 

essential is never compromised by 

the superfluous”, according to one of 

their mantras. Bell & Ross watches are 

intended to stand up to the most extreme 

conditions that action-based operatives 

might find themselves in – some are 

waterproof to 1000m, others resistant 

to magnetic fields, abrasive chemicals, 

tropical climes or intense heat. And this, 

it is natural to assume, is why Bell & Ross 

watches are worn by Air Force pilots, 

submariners, bomb disposal experts, 

watch collectors, non-conformist city boys, 

film stars, rock legends and, most tellingly, 

graphic designers. OK, so they’re not only 

being used as high spec implements in the 

field, rather, their stringent interpretation 

of form follows function has garnered the 

brand a bevy of watch enthusiasts and 

style savvy devotees. 

Leading the way
The brand entered the arena ahead of 

perceived watch cool, and the zeitgeist 

came round to meet it. At 42mm the  

Bell & Ross watches are not only 
being used as high spec implements 
in the field, rather, their stringent 
interpretation of form follows function 
has garnered the brand a bevy of watch 
enthusiasts and style savvy devotees 

Bell & Ross co-founder and CEO 
Carlos Antonio Rosillo. End users putting the watches through their paces. 

The BR 01 Airborne is an anthem to the US 
Airborne divisions whose motto was “Death 
from Above” symbolised by a skull.
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BR01 92 was large before the oversized trend 

went overground. In black carbon coated steel, 

it had more than a touch of stealth before the 

current vogue for covering everything from 

Range Rovers to Rolex Daytonas in matt finishes 

hit trend-setting Mayfair. Today, waiting lists for 

new models serve to emphasise Bell & Ross’s 

enduring popularity. 

Success afforded scope to apply additional 

functionality to the BR instrument. Large date, 

chronograph, power reserve and tourbillion 

functions were all incorporated into the range. 

And not only complexity was explored, variations 

in case material, such as titanium, white ceramic 

and gold – some set with diamonds – have 

also been presented, as have options for the 

robust strap. The brand’s official watchwords 

are water-resistance, precision, readability and 

performance, but perhaps the term ‘conspicuous 

status symbol’ might be added too? 

The new BRO1 Radar is inspired by the classic 

image of a cockpit radar screen. The hours, 

minutes and seconds are denoted by brightly 

coloured photo-luminescent strips marked on 

rotating concentric discs: Central green dash for 

seconds, red for minutes and yellow for hours. 

Hours and minute are denoted at the 3, 6, 9, 

and 12, with a trademark ‘&’ at the centre. It’s a 

new and inventive format for display – evocative 

of the watch The Predator would wear on his 

holidays. It’s a shame the colour choice here is so 

primary. Its too traffic light-esque. A subtle pale 

blue or maybe a lilac shade might have made the 

thing look more stylish, but perhaps that is just 

my taste. 

It is certainly not for everyone’s wrist, but which 

challenging ideas are? The rest of the spec 

is BR Instrument standard. The black 46mm 

case is made of vacuum carbon coated steel, 

and it’s waterproof to 100m. The glass is anti-

a b

d

E

c

a   BR01-92 Orange.

b   BR01-RAID (sporting the 
colours of the French Police 
Special Unit).

c   BR01-94 with carbon finish 
steel case.

d  BR01-94 Carbon Fibre.

e   BR01 Tourbillon.
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reflective sapphire glass with metallic graduation on its inside 

face. The 21 jewel automatic movement is still being developed 

as adaptations have been required due to the discs being much 

heavier than normal watch hands, thus demanding more energy, 

but approximately 40 hours power reserve is predicted. One can 

expect some compromise when breaking new ground and this 

model is less likely to be tested to it limits than others.

Breaking with tradition
The Radar is a clever new manner of depicting time, but is it true 

to Bell & Ross traditions? Where previous BR instruments have 

referenced cockpit functionality very directly, is this new allusion 

in fact a watch doing an impression of an instrument, and 

therefore no longer pure? It is a likeness of a radar screen, but 

does not share the same working components or characteristics. 

I spoke to co-founder and CEO Carlos Antonio Rosillo. Has the 

ethos changed now that Bell & Ross appears to be taking its 

lead from aesthetics not function? 

“With us everything comes from the dashboard instruments. 

One device is a clock, one a compass, another a radar screen. 

We measure time, but with different instruments. For a basic 

function you have the BR. If you want to play a little bit, you 

have a chronograph, or perhaps the GMT. It is still about 

instrumentation. So why not a radar screen? A QP magazine 

cover with a BR01 superimposed onto a radar screen (QP26) 

was the spark that began this train of thought. We thought, why 

not? It’s another kind of information displayed in a different way, 

expanding the idea. Using an instrument as a functional watch, 

but playing on it.”

So now Bell & Ross is ‘playing’ with its concept? “It is about 

playing games with luxury. If you want to read the time, OK. If 

you want to get pleasure when you look at your watch, (even the 

military get pleasure from their watches), you want something 

like art, something that is more evolved. Sometimes it can be 

about symbolic functionality.”

And Rosillo is also talking about the BRO1 ‘Airborne’ skull and 

cross bones motif BR watches when he talks about symbolism. 

Does he see his customer base changing? “Yes. This model 

was bought by Keith Richards and this one by Johnny 

Depp [Carlos points to two versions of the ‘pimped 

out’ diamond set Airborne]. If you have a big 

collection, you need something that gives 

A QP magazine cover with a BR01 superimposed 
onto a radar screen (QP26) was the spark that 
began this train of thought
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more emotion. Of course, neither of these can be a first watch, but they do give 

the chance to be very different. We also have some very conservative pieces. I 

think the beauty of the brand is seen when all the models are displayed together 

– you can then understand the logic and see the consistency. It is challenging 

to keep the DNA but to nurture and to improve.”

I take it we can expect more developments from Bell & Ross then? “Oh 

yes. Some so different you cannot see where they began. Others are 

more subtle, but still as interesting. The beauty of a young company 

is you don’t have the burden of the past on your shoulders. We are 

not afraid of innovation, just afraid of not being faithful to the soul 

of the company.” And the much anticipated Compass watch? “That 

will be very different, and its story will be for next time!” It’s 

exciting to hear a horologist talk passionately about soul. 

Bell & Ross’s desire to pioneer original ways of viewing time 

is leading them to misappropriate not just functionality, but 

whole new domains of time keeping. As we’ve considered 

using things out of context can be key to advancement both 

technologically and in taste. Basically, ‘borrowing’ technology 

and using it creatively can be the way forward. Even if the 

Radar is a touch Aliens III, and is not destined to become a 

classic watch, it is pushing the envelope – a cue for further 

watch innovations. My imagination stoked and taking a 

lead from Rosillo’s spirit, I’m already thinking beyond the 

Compass – I’m looking forward to Bell & Ross’s first forays 

into sonar inspired minute repeaters.  8

Further information: www.bellross.com

The 500-watch, limited edition Radar displays 
the time by three independent rotating discs 
indicating the hour, minutes, and seconds.
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